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New PiRA and New PUMA performance indicators update 

 

September 2021 

 

Dear Teacher, 

 

In this letter we are pleased to provide an update about the performance indicators for New 

PiRA and New PUMA paper and interactive assessments.  

 

The performance indicators reflect where children, groups, classes and schools are in 

relation to others term-on-term and have traditionally been derived from a careful mapping of 

test results and National Test scores. As National Tests were cancelled in summer 2020 and 

2021, we have developed a robust alternative solution so that we can provide you with 

performance indicators for use with your New PiRA and New PUMA assessments now. 

 

We have used a wide range of evidence to identify where each performance indicator band 

should fall for New PiRA and New PUMA, taking into account any performance changes due 

to school closures. The data used as evidence includes:  

• The standardisation trial data from autumn 2019, spring 2020 and summer 2021 

• Anonymous, aggregated data from MARK for both New PiRA and New PUMA and 

the old editions (from testing in autumn 2020 and spring/summer 2021) 

• The equated raw scores showing what pupils taking the new editions would have 

achieved on the old editions. 

In summer 2021 we reviewed the performance indicators published in March 2021 and are 

happy to confirm that only one threshold required revision and all other bands remain as 

previously stated. The one change is to the working towards/working at threshold for KS2 

New PiRA, which has moved up from 91 to 93. 

The following performance indicators can be used for any New PiRA and New PUMA 

autumn, spring and summer term assessment results in your school. They are being added 

to all MARK reports in autumn 2021. 
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New PiRA performance indicators 

New PiRA Key Stage 1 Key Stage 2 

Working towards <89 <93 

Working at 89–111 93*–113 

Working at GD >111 >113 

*only revision to the PIs published in March 2021 

New PUMA performance indicators 

New PUMA Key Stage 1 Key Stage 2 

Working towards <91 <92 

Working at 91–111 92–110 

Working at GD >111 >110 

 

Important: These indicators are only for schools using the new editions of PiRA and PUMA 

(otherwise referred to as New PiRA and New PUMA). The old edition performance indicators 

remain as published. You may notice that the bands calculated for these performance 

indicators are lower than those for the old editions, this is because we have increased the 

difficulty of the new editions. 

 

Reviewing the New PiRA and New PUMA performance indicators 

We will continue to review these performance indicators in light of the ongoing disruption in 

schools and if any revisions are needed we will share them with you as soon as possible. 

 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to email us at 

onlinesupport@rsassessment.com. 

 

With very best wishes, 

C.Hiorns 

Charlotte Hiorns 
Senior Commissioning Editor 
RS Assessment from Hodder Education 
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